You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SAGEM PHOTO EASY 255.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the SAGEM PHOTO EASY 255 in the user manual (information, specifications,
safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Do not install your PHOTO EASY 255 printer in a humid room (bathroom, laundry, kitchen, etc. The printer should be operated within an ambient
temperature range of 10 °C to 35 °C. Do not install your printer in a location where there is a noticeable amount of dust floating in the air. Such dust can
degrade the print quality of your photos. Only the power supply provided with the printer should be used. Connect this to the mains in accordance with the
installation instructions in this user guide and the information on the identification label affixed to the power supply (voltage, current, mains frequency). As a
precaution, in case of danger, the mains adapters act as a disconnecting mechanism for the 230V power supply. They should be placed near the device and
should be easily accessible. Never open the cover of the film cartridge compartment during printing. This could break the film and cause printer malfunction.
Only use SAGEM consumables, if not you are likely to damage the equipment and invalidate the guarantee. The CE marking certifies that the product meets
the main requirements of the European Parliament and Council directive 1999/5/CE on telecommunications terminal equipment, regarding safety and health
of users, and regarding electromagnetic interference. Com category "support", or can be requested at the following address: E - Customer relations
department 4 rue du petit Albi - 95800 Cergy Saint-Christophe - FRANCE Check that the following elements are present: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 PHOTO EASY
255 printer User manual CD-ROM with its applications Film cartridge * Photo paper (2 packs of 20 sheets)* USB cable Paper tray Power supply unit Mains
cable xD card adapter Set the "Format", "Preferences" and "Image settings" parameters according to your needs, · Select several photos and choose a
different number of copies for each photo to be printed, · All the valid photos are displayed on the screen; use the or buttons to scroll through them: Total
number of valid photos contained in the memory card or connected source 4. Date when the photo was taken in Year/Month/Day format 10. : When installing
your printer near a wall or some other object, keep an open space of at least 4 inches at the back of the printer, to make sure the movement of the sheet of
paper being printed is not obstructed.
Please refer to the safety instructions at the beginning of this user guide before making any connections. Insert one end of the mains lead into the
corresponding socket of the power supply. Plug the other end of the power supply mains lead into a wall socket. Press the On/Off button until the red light
comes on. The language selection screen appears when you switch the printer on for the first time.
Use the browser's or keys to select the language you want and press the key to confirm. The S and the message "Waiting for memory card or other image
source" are displayed on the screen. These are specially designed to provide you with optimum print rendering. Wait 10 seconds for the printhead to lift, then:
1. Take the new ribbon out of its packaging and make sure that the film is stretched after removing the card (A). Lift the locking lever and push in the film
cartridge until it touches the back of the compartment the locking lever must be locked after insertion. These are specially designed to provide you with
optimum print rendering. For this purpose, the printer must read the chip card delivered with each consumable kit after any new kit installation. Wait 10
seconds for the printhead to lift, then: 1. Take the PLUG N'PRINT card delivered with the ribbon and the photo paper.
insert it in the drive located on the front panel of the printer. The PLUG N'PRINT card is recognised and read by the printer ; the following message is
displayed at the end of the procedure "Transfer OK (40 or 120), Remove card". 2. Remove the PLUG N'PRINT card ; the display returns to the welcome
screen. 3. Take the new ribbon out of its packaging and make sure that the film is stretched after removing the card (A). Lift the locking lever and push in the
film cartridge until it touches the back of the compartment the locking lever must be locked after insertion. Pull the paper tray out of the printer. 2. Open a
pack of paper with the protection sheet on the top, insert it in the paper tray, making sure the rectangle reserved for postage stamps is on the outside of the
tray, that is, towards you.
Line up the tray with its compartment and push it in slowly until the locking system clicks. Warning - Handle paper sheets by their pre-cut edges, never allow
your fingers to come into contact with the shiny surface before printing. Your SAGEM PHOTO EASY 255 printer is now ready to print your digital
photographs. Warning - Protect consumable items against prolonged exposure to light, humidly, heat and dust. respect the operation conditions set out (refer
to the paragraph Technical data , page 31).
Only use SAGEM brand consumable items designed for this printer. Warning - Make sure that a previously printed photograph has not been slipped
inadvertently into a packet of blank pages; this could damage the ribbon of your printer. Warning - The memory cards do not enter fully in the reader slot. dO
NOT USE FORCE UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. Warning - Printing of picture by ascending order relatively to the date of the pictures on the memory
board will be achieved if parameters "dates and hour" have been set on your camera before the catch of pictures.
Otherwise pictures will be read and printed in a random order. Photographs taken with a GSM mobile phone equipped with a camera can be printed on the
SAGEM PHOTO EASY 255 printer. To do this, the photographs need to be transferred to the printer via an IR (infrared) link between the 2 devices. Tips GSM mobile phones with cameras work on low definition ; for a better quality Place your GSM mobile phone opposite the SAGEM PHOTO EASY 255 printer
so that the IR "windows" are facing each other and are not more than 30 centimetres apart. Warning - In an environment exposed to intense light, a distance
of not more 10 centimetres between the two infrared windows is recommended. Select a photograph on your GSM mobile phone and start the IR ink transfer.
Start printing the transferred photograph, after setting the print format and number of copies if required. Transfer another photograph from your GSM mobile
phone camera, which will be added to those already stored in the printer. @@ The same operations as described in the previous chapters can now be
performed before starting to print the photographs: (selecting the photographs to be printed, selecting the format, selecting the number of copies). After all
photographs transferred from your GSM mobile phone camera have been printed, the SAGEM PHOTO EASY 255 printer screen displays the information that
was on the screen just before you started the print job.
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you can now: · Start another print job, after selecting different parameters (photograph number, format, number of copies) if required. To do this, hold the
down for 3 seconds. Place the memory card into its slot. This function lets you select the photographs to be printed on your camera, then print them on the
SAGEM PHOTO EASY 255 printer from a memory card. Your camera must comply with the DPOF (Digital Print Order Format) standard. Refer to your
camera documentation to find out if it is compatible with this standard. The adapter of Bluetooth (optional equipment) printer is a fast and effective solution
to pass from a telegraphic connection to a connection without wire. The adapter makes it possible to transform printing SAGEM PHOTO EASY 255 into
Bluetooth receiver thus authorizing equipment equipped with technology Bluetooth like the personal assistants, the office computers, portables or others the
impression of photographs. ensure that all hardware units are powered. Never force installation of connectors on hardware, as the cable and the connector
could be damaged.
Warning - The size of the photo or photos to be transferred to the SAGEM PHOTO EASY-255 printer must be less than 600 Kbytes. To transfer new data to
the SAGEM PHOTO EASY-255 printer, you must clear the memory. To do this, press and hold the key for 3 seconds . @@@@@@@@@@@@ exe" file
located in the CD-ROM root directory. @@@@@@After restarting you can connect the printer to the PC.
@@Refer to this manual for further information. Make sure that both the PC and the printer are switched on. @@@@@@@@@@@@Selecting photos
and printing them several times on the same paper. printing from a DPOF-standard file. @@@@@@@@This chapter describes printer operation without a
computer.
@@@@Warning - Small sized images, less than 76,800 pixels, cannot be printed from memory cards. On the other hand, these photographs may be printed
from a PC or by means of a wireless IR link (or Bluetooth optional equipment).keys to make your selection. The Sharpness of the photo between -2 et +2 ; use
the browser's or keys to make your selection. The Effect of the photo: None for no settings, B&W to print a photo in black and white, Sepia to print a photo in
yellow, magenta and cyan over three sheets of paper. Use the browser's or keys to make your selection. The Colour of the photo between -2 et +2 ; use the
browser's or keys to make your selection. Use the browser's or keys to make your selection. When you have made all the modifications you want, press the key
to confirm and return to browse mode. Warning - If you press the into account.
Key while you are setting the parameters you Will automatically return to browse mode without taking any modifications This menu lets you modify the
printer's default settings. Press the key and select the Preferences menu using the browser's keys. press the key to confirm. Select your preference using the
browser's key to confirm. The Language which will be used in the screens. Use the browser's or keys to select between Français, Español, Português,
Deutsch, Nederlands, Italiano and English. press the · The Format preference , use the browser's paper format you want. Or or keys to select the keys to select
the Number of copies you want, from between 1 and 20 photos. The Image preference1 menu lets you modify the settings for the images, refer to the
paragraph Set the photo quality, page 23 to modify these parameters. To modify the automatic image improvement, select the Auto improvement command
and press the key to confirm.
Using the browser's or keys select the Keep selection or Erase selection command and press the key to confirm. Use the browser's or keys to make your
selection and press the X key to confirm. Press the key to confirm and the parameters will be reset after a few seconds. These preferences are taken into
account each time a new card is inserted. The consumable items used with the SAGEM PHOTO EASY 255 printer (film cartridge, paper) are SAGEM (PLC)
brand products.
Consumables may be purchased in all big stores in the photography or printer sections but also on out internet site www. sagem. Com or by using the
consumables order form supplied with your printer. Use of any consumable items other than SAGEM (PLC) brand products may result in the loss of the
printer's guarantee. Continuous lines across the length of your photographs may be caused by dirt particles stuck to the printhead.
You will need a methylated alcohol1 based cleaning product and some off-the-shelf cotton tips ("Q-tips"). Switch off your printer, disconnect the main cables
and wait for five minutes; since the print head operates at a high temperature, there is a risk of burning if you touch it. Pull out the paper tray. 3. Turn the
printer upside down to remove the lower hatch. 4. Clean the heating line of the print head carefully using a cotton bud. 5. Replace the lower hatch, turn the
printer right side up, connect the mains cable and switch on the printer. Warning - Never touch the print head with your fingers or any object that might
scratch it.
Do not use corrosive chemicals, they may damage your printer. Push the paper tray back into place until the locking system clicks. Follow this procedure if a
sheet becomes stuck in the printer and cannot simply be pulled out: Switch off your printer. Replace the lower cover and turn the printer right side up. switch
on the printer and reconnect the mains cable. Warning - Never use objects that could damage the printer (scissors, screwdriver, paper cutter, etc. Take care
that the film is taut before inserting the cartridge into its compartment. Check that the locking lever is pushed down correctly and close the flap. Remark : The
printer is fitted with an automatic time-out to prevent overheating, this can be tripped when performing large print jobs. The printer automatically restarts the
current print job as soon as the temperature drops back to normal.
@@@@@@@@Clean the printhead (refer to the paragraph Cleaning the print head, page 26). No photograph is printed on a sheet The photograph is
marked with a continuous line or a lot of spots No PC printing After any intervention on your printer, do not forget to press the restart the current print job.
error displayed Paper tray empty Resolve error, then press PRINT key to resume printing Resolve error, then press PRINT key to resume printing Resolve
error, then press PRINT key to resume printing Resolve error, then press PRINT key to resume printing Resolve error, then press PRINT key to resume
printing Resolve error, then press PRINT key to resume printing Resolve error, then press PRINT key to resume printing Remove card Remove any paper
jammed in printer (do not reuse this sheet of paper). Replace the film cartridge with a new one. The selected number of photos is greater than the remaining
ribbon capacity to print all photos.
The smart card has already been used.
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Card unreadable (03) Consumable not compliant (01) Consumable not compliant (02) Consumable not compliant (03) Consumable not compliant (04)
Consumable not compliant (05) Remove card Unrecoverable error, abort the operation and try again Unrecoverable error, abort the operation and try again
Unrecoverable error, abort the operation and try again Unrecoverable error, abort the operation and try again Please contact your dealer Error during
transfer of photographs from GSM mobile phone camera. restart transfer from the GSM phone. Check that both devices are facing each other. Switch off
printer, wait 30 seconds and restart.
if error persists , contact your retailer. Switch off printer, wait 30 seconds and restart. 7 million continuous Less than 120 seconds per photo (not including
data transfer) Memory cards, type Compact Flash (support type I & II), SM / MS / MMC / SD / xD (with adapter), USB port version 1. Storage of
photographs transferred from a GSM phone camera : Image resolution supported : Consumable items : Paper size : 101 X 152,4 mmavailable in packets of
20 sheets Paper tray : By automatic loader, capacity 20 sheets Mains supply : 230 V AC 50/60 Hz Approval : EC Operating conditions : 10 °C to 35 °C, 30 %
to 85 % humidity Size : 201 x 174 x 94 mm excluding paper tray Weight : 1. 5 kg (except power supply unit) Power consumption : in standby: 7,6 W in print
mode: 70 W All data are provided for reference purposes only. SAGEM (PLC) reserves the right to make any changes without prior notice. In order to apply
the guarantee, you should contact your dealer. proof of purchase will be required. Should malfunctioning arise, the dealer will advise you what to do. If you
bought your equipment from SAGEM directly, the following shall apply : A SAGEM undertakes to remedy by repair, free of charge for labour and
replacement parts, any defects in the equipment during a period of twelve (12) months from the date of original delivery of the Equipment, where those defects
are a result of faulty workmanship.
During this twelve month guarantee period, the defective equipment will be repaired free of charge; the customer must however return the defective
equipment at his/her own expense, to the address given by SAGEM After Sales Department, the phone number of which can be found on the delivery slip.
Unless the customer has concluded with SAGEM a maintenance contract in respect of the equipment which specifically provides for repairs to be carried out
at the customer's premises, the repairs will not be carried out on the equipment at the customer's premises. The following sentence applies to purchases of
equipment for the customer's trade, business or profession. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this Document and to the extent permitted by law,
SAGEM makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, statutory or otherwise, and to such extent, all terms and conditions implied by law are
hereby excluded. This guarantee does not affect the Customer's statutory rights. Damage, defects breakdown or malfunction due to : - failure to properly
follow the installation process and instructions for use; or - an external cause to the equipment (including but not limited to, lightening, fire, shock or water
damage of any nature); or - modifications made without the written approval of SAGEM SA; or - a failure or neglect to maintain the equipment or
inappropriate maintenance; or - unsuitable operating conditions, particularly of temperature and humidity; or - repair or maintenance of the equipment by
persons not authorised by SAGEM; or · Wear and tear from normal daily use of the equipment and its accessories · Work on any equipment or software
modified or added without the prior written consent of SAGEM · Malfunctions not resulting from the Equipment or from software installed in user
workstations for the purpose of use of the equipment · Communication problems related to an unsuitable environment, including : - problems related to access
and/or connection to the Internet such as interruptions by access networks or malfunction of the line used by the subscriber or his correspondent transmission faults (for example poor geographical coverage by radio transmitters, interference or poor line quality) - the local network fault (wiring,
servers, workstations) or the failure of the transmission network · The normal servicing (as defined in the user guide supplied with the equipment) as well as
malfunctioning due to servicing not being carried out, servicing costs are in any event always borne by the customer. C In the cases set forth in § B) as well as
after expiry of the twelve month guarantee period, the customer must ask SAGEM for an estimate, and he/she must accept the estimate and agree to pay the
charges mentioned in it before returning the equipment to SAGEM. The foregoing shall apply unless otherwise agreed in writing with the customer and only
for the UK. If any provision of this guarantee shall be held to be in whole or in part invalid or illegal due to an obligatory rule applicable to consumers
pursuant to their national legislation, such invalidity or illegality shall not impair or affect the remaining provisions or parts of this guarantee. A ) Schade,
defecten of storingen die het gevolg zijn van : het verzuim het installatieproces correct uit te voeren of de gebruiksinstructie's correct op te volgen, een externe
oorzaak ( bliksem, brand, stoot .
User Guide - Data subject to change without notice Livret d'utilisation - Document non contractuel Bedienungsanleitung - Dokument ohne vertragscharakter
Manual del usuario - Documento no contractual Manuale dell'utente - Documento privo di valore contrattuale Gebruiksaanwijzing - Geen contractueel
document .
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